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Abstract
We analyze the information provided by the
word embeddings about the grammatical gen-
der in Swedish. We wish that this paper may
serve as one of the bridges to connect the meth-
ods of computational linguistics and general
linguistics. Taking nominal classification in
Swedish as a case study, we first show how
the information about grammatical gender in
language can be captured by word embedding
models and artificial neural networks. Then,
we match our results with previous linguistic
hypotheses on assignment and usage of gram-
matical gender in Swedish and analyze the er-
rors made by the computational model from a
linguistic perspective.
1 Introduction
As a cross-disciplinary study, we combine gen-
eral linguistics with a computational linguistic ap-
proach. Various types of word embedding models
are proposed to analyze large size corpora of lan-
guages (Baldwin et al., 2009; Collobert et al., 2011;
Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014). By
way of illustration, word embeddings combined
with artificial neural networks reflect one (of many)
aspect(s) available to language processing in the
human mind. Nevertheless, these innovative meth-
ods face the difficulty that “purely data-driven ap-
proaches still struggle to reach the linguistic depth
of their knowledge-driven predecessors. Bridging
the gap between both types of approaches is there-
fore an important future research direction” (Deth-
lefs, 2014, 99). Hence, we selected a linguistically
motivated classification of words i.e., nominal clas-
sification (how languages classify the nouns of their
lexicon), as a case study to demonstrate that the
knowledge provided by linguistic theories concord
with the information encoded into the basic statis-
tical structures such as word embeddings. More
specifically, we selected Swedish since the observa-
tions with regard to L1 and L2 acquisition of nomi-
nal classification systems (i.e. grammatical gender)
in Swedish are controversial and differ from other
languages.
First, monolingual children acquire Swedish
grammatical gender with nearly no errors (Plunkett
and Strmqvist, 1990; Andersson, 1992; Bohnacker,
1997), which is considered rare in comparison to
other gender languages, for which “children’s ac-
quisitional paths have been reported not to be quite
so error-free” (Bohnacker, 2004, 214-217). More-
over, gender assignment on Swedish nouns via their
phonological form or semantics is generally consid-
ered as unpredictable (Andersson, 1992; Teleman
et al., 1999), which makes this observation even
more unexpected. Second, while L1 acquisition
display a lack or errors, L2 (child) learners do en-
counter difficulties, suggesting that different strate-
gies are employed (Bohnacker, 2004, 218). Hence,
the existing linguistic analysis could provide ad-
ditional perspectives to a computational approach
and help to further understand which elements in
Swedish are problematic in terms of grammatical
gender perception. Moreover, matching the per-
formance of an artificial neural network to linguis-
tic observation made on humans (i.e., biological
neural network) also represents an insightful com-
parative study, since simulating one facet of the
learning process of the brain with artificial neural
networks “have become a subject of intense interest
to scientists spanning a broad range of disciplines
including psychology, physics, mathematics, com-
puter science, biology and neurobiology (Gopal,
1996, 69).
Thus, we propose the following research ques-
tions: 1) Can a word embedding model combined
with artificial neural networks interpret grammat-
ical gender in Swedish? 2) What types of error
are made by the computational model and can we
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explain these errors from a linguistic perspective?
Our experiment relies on two main sources of data,
a corpus of Swedish raw sentences and a list of
nouns affiliated to grammatical genders. The raw
corpus is used train the word embedding model.
The output of this model is a set of vectors associ-
ated with all words in the corpus. The dictionary
is used to filter out non-noun words (e.g., verbs,
prepositions) and affiliate the vector of nouns with
grammatical genders. These word vectors affiliated
with their grammatical genders are then used to
train a neural network which takes word vectors
as input and determine their grammatical genders
as output. The results of the network are then ana-
lyzed from a linguistic perspective. The contribu-
tions of this research can be summarized as follow.
First, it formulates a novel classification task to
evaluate word embeddings. Second, it proposes
a computational approach to compare with previ-
ous linguistic observations on Swedish. Finally, it
also provides an in-depth linguistic analysis for the
errors made by the classifier, i.e. neural network.
With regard to the general structure of this paper,
2 introduces the literature review on grammatical
gender and computational models. 3 presents our
methodology and our data. 4 elaborate the numer-
ical results obtained from the neural network and
provide a linguistics insight about the errors. 5
contains the detailed answers to our two research
questions. Finally, 6 summarizes our findings as
the conclusion.
2 Literature review
First, we summarize previous findings from a ty-
pological approach to explain the definition of
grammatical gender along with language examples.
Then, we provide a brief summary of the structure
of word embedding and neural network models, fol-
lowed by a general introduction of their application
in the field of computational linguistics.
2.1 Linguistics
Linguists are interested in systems of nominal clas-
sification, i.e. how languages classify nouns of the
lexicon, due to their various lexical and pragmatic
functions in conjunction with cognitive and cultural
interaction. Within the subject of nominal classifi-
cation, it is generally agreed that genders are one
of the most common systems of nominal classifi-
cation (Corbett, 1991). They are commonly found
in Africa, Europe, Australia, Oceania, and sporadi-
cally attested in the Pacific, Asia and the Americas
(Aikhenvald, 2000, 78). The gender discussed here
does not only involve the semantic distinction of
nouns in terms of biological gender, i.e. lexical
oppositions such as brother and sister or actor and
actress. The term refers to the noun class system of
the world languages. In gender system (also known
as noun class system) languages, all nouns of the
lexicon are assigned to a specific number of classes.
Stating that a language has two genders implies that
there are two classes of nouns which can be distin-
guished syntactically by the agreement they take
(Senft, 2000). An example would be the mascu-
line/feminine distinction in French, e.g. livre book
is masculine and table table is feminine. Therefore,
evidence for gender outside the nouns themselves
is observed via grammatical agreement (Corbett,
2013). As demonstrated in (1), the two clauses dis-
play similar number, case and syntactic structure
yet the different genders (masculine/feminine) of
the nouns are reflected on the numeral, adjective
and verb.1
(1) Gender agreement in French (Indo-
European)
a. Un
one.masc
grand
big.masc
livre
book.masc
est
be.past
tomb.
fall.past.masc
‘A big book fell.’
b. Une
one.fem
grande
big.fem
table
table.fem
est
be.past
tombe.
fall.past.fem
‘A big table fell.
On the opposite, nouns in Mandarin Chinese do
not show such grammatical agreement. As demon-
strated in (2) with a structure similar to (1), there is
no agreement between the elements of the clause.
Therefore, Mandarin Chinese is labeled as a gender-
less language. Other nouns with human references
such as nanhai boy and nhai girl in Mandarin Chi-
nese do denote male and female semantically but
they are not sufficient to constitute a grammati-
cal gender system since agreement does not exist.
1Languages such as English display gender differences on
pronouns but not on verbs, e.g. in he is tall and she is tall, the
pronouns do change according to masculine/feminine subjects
but the verb keeps the same form. Languages such as English
are referred to as pronominal gender languages (Audring,
2008, 96) and still counted as grammatical gender languages
since the connection between the anaphoric pronoun and its
antecedent is analyzed as agreement rather than co-reference
(Barlow, 1992; Corbett, 1991; Siewierska, 2004).
However, Mandarin Chinese do rely on another
system of nominal classification: classifiers, to re-
place the functions fulfilled by grammatical gender
in other languages (Gil, 2013; Contini-Morava and
Kilarski, 2013).
(2) Absence of gender agreement in Mandarin
Chinese (Sino-Tibetan)
a. Yi
one
ben
clf-volume
da
big
shu
book
diaoxialai
fall
le.
prf
‘A big book fell.’
b. Yi
one
zhang
clf-2d
da
big
zhouzi
table
diaoxialai
fall
le.
prf
‘A big table fell.
Similar to French, grammatical gender in Swedish
is an inherent property of every noun which is
not expressed overtly on the noun unless it com-
bines with other elements and agrees with them
(Bohnacker, 2004, 198). As demonstrated in (3),
nouns in Swedish are divided into neuter and uter
(common). The two categories are thus reflected
on the determiners and adjectives respectively.
(3) Gender agreement in Swedish (Indo-
European)
a. Ett
a.sg.neut
stor-t
big.sg.neut
a¨pple.
apple.sg.neut
‘A big apple.’
b. En
a.sg.uter
stor-∅
big.sg.uter
ha¨st.
horse.sg.uter
‘A big horse.
Uter in Swedish historically derives from a
fusion of feminine and masculine gender. Old
Swedish originally retained a three gender system
including masculine, feminine and neuter, as other
ancient Indo-European languages (Luraghi, 2011,
437). However, “linguistic change led to a merger
between many morphological gender forms at the
end of the Middle Ages, and masculine and femi-
nine forms could not always be discriminated” (An-
dersson, 2000, 552), eventually resulting in the two-
gender system of modern Swedish. This diachronic
change lead to a rather unbalanced distribution of
nouns between uter and neuter. Further details are
shown in Section 3.
While it is generally agreed that the main func-
tions of genders is to facilitate referent tracking in
discourse through semantic classification of nouns
(Dixon, 1986; Nichols, 1989; Contini-Morava and
Kilarski, 2013), gender assignment is considered as
much less transparent, especially in Indo-European
languages such as French (Corbett, 1991, 57).2 As
an example, even though a few cognition-motivated
principles are attested (Kemmerer, 2017), it is gen-
erally quite difficult to propose a consistent set of
rules to explain why certain types of nouns are affil-
iated to masculine and others to feminine, e.g. why
a book is masculine while a table is feminine in
French. Grammatical gender assignment on nouns
is commonly viewed as arbitrary (Andersson, 1992;
Teleman et al., 1999), but some semantic regulari-
ties are still attested.
However, contradictory observations are made
in Swedish. Dahl (2000, 586) points out that an-
imate nouns strongly tend to be affiliated to the
uter gender, especially “all non-pejorative, clas-
sificatory nouns denoting adult human beings, a
qualified majority of all other human nouns and a
majority of all other animate nouns”. Apart from
the historical explanation that uter combined mas-
culine and feminine which originally included an-
imates of both biological genders, additional evi-
dence for such tendency are brought via an analy-
sis of pronouns and gender agreement. First, uter
indefinite pronouns used without a noun are inter-
preted as referring to animates, cf. Jag såg någon
‘I saw someone’ vs. Jag såg något ‘I saw some-
thing’. Second, in noun-phrase external agreement,
uter forms are preferred with human referents even
if the head noun of the noun-phrase is lexically
neuter (Kilarski, 2004, 82), e.g. in ett ungt statsråd
‘a young government minister’ biological gender
tends to override grammatical gender in terms of
complement and pronominal reference (Holmes
and Hinchliffe, 2013, 98). Hence, “there is in fact a
general rule assigning uter gender at least to human
nouns and noun phrases referring to persons, with
exceptions that are probably no more serious than
in most gender systems” (Dahl, 2000, 586-587).
A broad version of the rule would be to assign
uter gender to animates and neuter gender to inani-
mates, while explaining the exceptions via a leak-
age of inanimates to uter gender. Such a hypothe-
sis is also supported by Fraurud (2000, 191), who
observed the tendency of count/mass division be-
tween uter and neuter nouns. Nouns referring to
concrete and countable entities are more likely to
2Language groups may behave differently, e.g. Niger-
Congo languages such as Proto-Bantu do display a relatively
transparent noun class system in which nouns are categorized
into 20 noun classes, including humans, trees, fruits, liquid
masses, animals, abstract nouns among others (Richardson,
1967; Welmers, 1973)
be uter while abstract or collective meanings are
associated to neuter. As an example, “possible peo-
ple containers” denoting location and organization
are perceived as collective units. Thus, they tend
to be neuter (Fraurud, 2000, 203). These specula-
tions will be compared with our findings via the
computational approach in Section 4.
2.2 Computational Linguistics
In this section, we give an overview of the methods
applied in computational linguistics. We explain
the general structure of word embeddings and neu-
ral networks, and how we apply them in this paper.
We also point out which type of studies combined
linguistics and computational linguistics in the past
and how our research is innovative.
In general, “computational models of language
have potential to advance linguistic theory and real-
world applications that fuse language and technol-
ogy” (Alm, 2012, 416). Computational linguis-
tics studies the computational processes underlying
language. Historically, syntactic parsing and ma-
chine translation started in the 1950s. These fields
were tightly connected to linguistics since the main
idea was to apply the principles wrote in language
grammars. However, a change of approach toward
statistical methods occurred in the 1990s. The prob-
abilistic models generated much better results, e.g.,
the hidden Markov models produced better speech
recognizers, bag-of-words methods had better per-
formance in information retrieval systems, among
others (Fraser, 2008). Moreover, the growth of the
Internet generated an enormous amount of infor-
mation, which requires adequate tools to extract
information useful for various purposes such as
commercial strategies or the development of ar-
tificial intelligence. Hence, the current trend in
natural language processing and computational lin-
guistics is oriented towards statistical analysis of
data rather than linguistics, i.e., the model is fed a
large amount of data and based on this it is able to
generate prediction for new incoming data (Deth-
lefs, 2014). Nevertheless, such methods still face
difficulties since they involve predicting very highly
structured objects such as the phrase structure trees
in syntactic parsing. Hence, this paper attempts to
re-unite the methods of computational linguistics
and linguistics.
Following the computational approach proposed
by Basirat and Tang (2018), we formulate the iden-
tification of the grammatical genders as a classifica-
tion task and provide linguistic interpretation about
the errors observed in the task. A neural network
is used to classify a noun into two possible gram-
matical genders. Accessible introductions to the
key concepts can be found in Haykin (1998) and
Parks et al. (1998), while the general process may
be summarized as follows. First of all, a corpus
(raw sentences with segmented words) is fed to the
word embedding model which assigns a vector to
each word according to its contexts of occurrence,
i.e. which words are preceding and following. The
word vectors retrieved by word embedding are then
fed to the neural network. In the second step, a set
of data is required to instruct the neural network.
By way of illustration, if we want to train the neu-
ral network to recognize the gender of nouns in a
language, we may extract a list of nouns from a
dictionary with gender annotated. This list is then
divided into three equivalent disjoint sets, namely
train, development, and test set. The training set
is used by the neural network to generate different
parameters of classifiers to handle the task of gen-
der recognition.3 The development set is used to
tune the hyper-parameters of the word embedding
model, i.e. the neural network uses this set of data
to determine which parameter has the best accuracy
and set it as the operating model. Finally, the third
part of the list is used to evaluate the generaliza-
tion of the classification models, i.e. to measure
the performance of the neural network. As a sum-
mary, provided partial information on the gender
of nouns in a language, the neural network may be
able to predict the gender of other nouns (or novel
nouns) in the same language, which reflects one
of the cues available to human when learning the
gender system of a language.
Recent studies in computational linguistics fo-
cused on the performance of word embedding mod-
els with regard to classifying task, i.e., are the word
vectors generated by word embedding models suffi-
cient for the classifiers (e.g., neural network) to
perform a classifying task with accuracy. Top-
ics related to linguistics involved the differentia-
tion of count and mass nouns (Katz and Zampar-
elli, 2012), the distinction of common and proper
nouns (Lopez, 2008), opinion mining and senti-
3The term ‘classifier’ possess different definitions in lin-
guistics and computational linguistics. In linguistics, classi-
fiers refer to a morpheme with the function of nominal classi-
fication. In computational linguistics and more generally in
machine learning, classifiers refer to the structure which clas-
sifies the input data. In this paper we use classifiers according
to the definition of computational linguistics.
ment analysis in texts (Pang and Lee, 2008), topic
tracking in modern language-use via analysis of
web-retrieved corpora (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-
Neto, 2011), restoration of case marking (Baldwin
et al., 2009), among others. Thus, our research
is innovative in terms of computational linguistics
since it approaches a novel category of classifica-
tion task which not only involves syntactic but also
semantic environments. Moreover, we provide a
linguistically driven error analysis. Furthermore,
we provide novel insights with regard to general
linguistics seeing that we propose a new type of
data and methodology to verify the predictions of
linguistic theories. First, we use word embeddings
as the source of information instead of conventional
representations of words such as raw word form,
lemma, part-of-speech, among others. Second, this
representation of words (word embeddings) pro-
vides us with the application of modern machine
learning techniques such as neural networks, which
has not been commonly used in linguistic studies
of grammatical gender.
3 Methodology
This research aims to study word embeddings with
regard to the information they provided to deter-
mine the grammatical gender of nouns in Swedish.
The recognition of grammatical gender on nouns
may generally be categorized in three possible ap-
proaches: selection by chance, scrutiny of the word
itself, and analysis of the surrounding context. Se-
lection by chance is included due to the unbalance
of uter and neuter nouns in Swedish. As suggested
by the strategies employed by L2 adult learners of
Swedish, guessing that a noun is uter provides a
high chance of success since 71.06% of the nouns
in Swedish are uter (Bohnacker, 2004, 218). Hence,
a computational model is expected to at least sur-
pass 71.06% of accuracy to be worth using. Second,
the form of the word itself may provide hints. Some
morphological regularities are attested, e.g. some
derivational suffixes usually refer to a specific gen-
der ( -eri ‘-ing’ for neuter, -(h)et ‘-ness/-(ab)ility’
for uter). Moreover, phonological tendencies are
also attested due to historical reasons, e.g. words
in -a and -e tend to be uter (Bohnacker, 2004, 199).
However, exceptions are frequent and gender as-
signment is still considered as opaque by linguists
(see 2). Thus, we don’t take into consideration
scrutiny of the word (Nastase and Popescu, 2009).
We target the analysis of the surrounding context
via word-embedding models which is described
in the rest of this section. We are aware that the
acquisition process of a human would probably
combine these three approaches along with other
factors such as gestures, cultural rules, among oth-
ers. However, the main focus of our study is to
investigate first how informative is the linguistic
context by itself. Hence, we leave the merge of
these three approaches to another research project.
We analyze the performance and the errors pro-
duced by a word embedding model combined with
neural network. We only include one specific class
of word embedding and one type of neural network
structure in our study so that we can provide suffi-
cient explanation in terms of methodology and er-
ror analysis. After this preliminary report, we may
then develop the topic by comparing different cat-
egories of word embeddings and neural networks,
along with adding more languages in the data set.
Figure 1 outlines how a word embedding method
and a classifier (e.g., neural network) are used to
determine the nominal classes, i.e. grammatical
genders. In this figure, the cylinders refer to the
data sources and the rectangles refer to the pro-
cesses. As shown, the entire process consists of
three main steps. First is to extract a set of vectors
representing words in a raw corpus. Second is to
label the word vectors, associated with nouns, with
their nominal classes, i.e., uter or neuter. Third is
to train a classifier, i.e. the neural network, with the
labeled data. In the remaining parts of this section,
we elaborate these steps in more details. First, in
Section 3.1, we describe the data sources used to
extract the word vectors and label them. Then, in
Section 3.2, we provide detailed information about
the three main steps, word embedding, labeling,
and classification.
Figure 1: The process of predicting nominal classes
from word embeddings
3.1 Data
As shown in Figure 1, our model relies on two
main sources of data, a raw corpus, and a dictio-
nary. Both data in this research originate from
the Swedish Language Bank (Språkbanken) lo-
cated at the University of Gothenburg: a corpus
of Swedish raw sentences without part of speech
tagging and a list of nouns affiliated to grammati-
cal genders. The corpus originates from Swedish
Wikipedia available at Wikipedia Monolingual Cor-
pora, Swedish web news corpora (2001-2013) and
Swedish Wikipedia corpus collected by Språk-
banken.4 These types of corpora are commonly ap-
plied in computational analysis (Erk, 2012). There-
fore, they were judged suitable for our analysis.
First, with regard to the raw corpus, the OpenNLP
sentence splitter and tokenizer are used for nor-
malization. By way of illustration, we replace all
numbers with a special token NUMBER and con-
vert uppercase letters to lowercase forms. Second,
the list of nouns and their affiliated grammatical
gender is extracted from the SALDO (Swedish As-
sociative Thesaurus version 2) dictionary.5 The
data from the dictionary originally included five
categories: uter, neuter, plural, vacklande (vari-
able) and unassigned nouns blank. An overview of
the distribution is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Gender of nouns in Swedish based on SALDO
Code Gender Quantity %
u uter 61745 69.83
n neuter 25148 28.44
p plural 333 0.38
v vacklande 764 0.86
blank 437 0.49
The categorization of SALDO is “quite generous”
and includes various potential forms and categories
(Borin et al., 2008, 27), i.e. nouns mostly occurring
in plural forms are listed as the separate type plu-
ral and nouns attributed to two genders according
to speaker variation are also affiliated to the class
vacklande. Moreover, some nouns are annotated as
blank if their gender was “indeterminate”, as it is
mentioned in the documentation (Borin et al., 2008,
27). These distinctions were motivated by specific
pragmatic and semantic criteria. In our analysis,
we only include uter and neuter since only these
two classes fulfill the conditions of grammatical
genders as we defined in 2. Moreover, the overall
frequency and quantity of the plural, vacklande and
4https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resources/
corpus
5https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resource/
saldo
blank nouns is much lower than the combination
of uter and neuter. Hence, we leave these patterns
of variation for another study to verify and investi-
gate. Moreover, due to the high ratio of compound
nouns in Swedish (Carter et al., 1996; Ostling and
Wirn, 2013; Ullman and Nivre, 2014), we solely
included nouns with a frequency above 100 occur-
rences within our corpus. The filtered list of nouns
we actually applied in our paper contains 21,162
nouns and is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Uter and neuter nouns in Swedish based on
SALDO
Code Gender Frequency %
u uter 15002 70.89
n neuter 6160 29.11
We observe a substantial reduction of the list
of nouns in terms of size. Nevertheless, the gen-
eral ratio of uter and neuter nouns is maintained as
70% − 30%. For instance, the 2143 nouns of the
final test set include 1499 (69.95%) uter nouns and
644 (30.05%) neuter nouns respectively. Moreover,
an additional verification in terms of frequency
shows that the distribution of uter and neuter nouns
is equally represented among high and low fre-
quency words. As shown in Figure 2, the y-axis
indicates the ratio of uter (white) and neuter (gray)
nouns, while the x-axis refers to the 21,162 nouns
included in our study which are partitioned into
ten groups according to their descending frequency.
For instance, both the uter-neuter ratio of the most
frequent 2100 words (1) and the less frequent 2100
(10) are close to 70%−30%. Thus, we may observe
that the balance between neuter and uter nouns
does not derive from the general ratio attested in
the entire lexicon, as the average of the uter-neuter
balance across the ten groups is 70.70% − 29.30%
with a standard deviation inferior to 1.35%.
Hence, we consider that our filtering does not
negatively affect the accuracy of our experiment.
Furthermore, the distribution of uter and neuter
nouns is expected to reflect the general tendency
of language use within the corpus we apply in our
study. Yet, we acknowledge that it is not an abso-
lute representative of a human input as much more
context and interaction factors (e.g., gestures) are
not included in such methodology. Nevertheless,
we estimate that our data is adequate for the pur-
pose at hand, which is to provide a preliminary
report along with a detailed error analysis.
Figure 2: Distribution of uter (white) and neuter (gray)
nouns with regard to frequency. The y-axis indicates
the total ratio. The x-axis represents the nouns of the
corpus partitioned into ten groups according to their de-
scending frequency
3.2 Method
In this section, we detail the three main steps
in Figure 1 which are arranged to predict the
grammatical genders of nouns from their vector
representations. We refer to the vector represen-
tation of words as word vector. A word vector
is a continuous representation of a target word.
It encodes syntactic and semantic similarities
between the target word and the other existing
words in the lexicon (Erk, 2012). In our study,
such vector representation is generated via the
RSV (Real-valued Syntactic Word Vectors) model
for word embedding (Basirat and Nivre, 2017)
and fed to the feed-forward neural network, which
is a basic architecture for classification task
(Haykin, 1998). RSV is a an automatic method
of word embedding based on the structure of
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). It extracts a
set of word vectors from unlabeled data in an
unsupervised way. The process includes three
major steps: First, it builds a co-occurrence matrix
whose elements are the frequency of seeing words
together. The columns of this matrix form a set
of high-dimensional vectors corresponding to a
set of words. The elements of these vectors (i.e.
rows in the c-occurrence matrix) correspond to
a set of context words that describe the words
associated with each column vector. Then, in the
second step, it applies a power transformation
function to normalize the data distribution in
the co-occurrence matrix. Finally, in the third
step, it forms the low dimensional data from the
top K right singular vectors of the transformed
co-occurrence matrix. Within this operation, the
RSV model has the following parameters:
• Context type: the context of a word may
refer to the preceding words (asymmetric-
backward), following words (asymmetric-
forward) or include both directions (symmet-
ric).
• Context size: how many words does the model
count in the context. As an example, the most
popular setting is one preceding word.
• Dimensionality: the quantity of dimensions
the model may use to represent the word
vectors. The amount of dimensions is
generally positively correlated to the accuracy,
but negatively correlated with the processing
time and memory.
The following factors will be analyzed to see
if they influence the accuracy of the model. Re-
garding context type, we investigate the three avail-
able options, i.e. forward, backward and both. As
for context size, we include the following settings:
1,2,3,4,5 words. With regard to dimensionality, the
typical values used in the literature are in the range
of 5,10,50,100, and 200. We set the dimensionality
as 50 to represent a balance between processing
time and precision (Melamud et al., 2016). In the
current study, we focus on window type and win-
dow size to verify the trend of the accuracy curve,
e.g., is the increase of window size positively cor-
related with the accuracy of the model?
After the corpora have been assigned vectors, the
list of word vectors associated with the nouns are
labeled with their grammatical gender. This step is
named as the labeling step in Figure 1. The labeled
vectors are then used in classification step (see Fig-
ure 1). The set of labeled vectors is partitioned in a
standard way into three sections with no overlap, so
that the results can be generalized to the entire lexi-
con of the language and that the performance of the
neural network may be enhanced and re-measured
between the development test and the test (Bishop,
2006). We use 80% of the words (16,915) to train
the neural network, 10% of words (2,104) as the
development set, and the remaining 10% (2,143) as
test set.6 All words are randomly selected in their
6The slight difference between the numbers of develop-
ment and test sets is due to random splitting and the fact that
words cannot be divided into values smaller than the decimal
base format with no morphological inflection and
all sets contain an equivalent distribution of uter
and neuter nouns, i.e., the three partitions contain
the same ratio of 70%-30% between uter and neuter
nouns. This distribution is maintained within each
data set for two reasons. First, it is the scatter we
observe in the entire Swedish lexicon. Second,
even if Swedish nouns are weighted by frequency,
there is also a 70% chance it will have uter gender.
Hence, language exposure is expected to respect
the same ration since the same ratio of 70%-30%
is equivalently represented in the higher layer fre-
quency of the vocabulary. The three sets are then
fed in turn to the neural network. The first set is
used to train the neural network and generate a clas-
sification model. The second set is used to tune the
parameters of the word embedding model and find
the most accurate classification model. The third
set is applied to evaluate the final performance of
the neural network.
4 Results
We first display the results of the development set
according to the parameters of the word embed-
ding model, context type and context size. In other
words, the development set is applied to decide
which parameters of window type and size should
be applied for the final test. Then, based on the
tuning from the development set, we run the neural
network on the test set to evaluate the performance
of the model. As a reminder, the nouns included in
the training, development, and test sets do not over-
lap. Thus, the words used in the test set have not
been previously encountered by the neural network
during its classification task.
4.1 Parameter tuning
Context types may be asymmetric backward or for-
ward, or be symmetric and include both the preced-
ing and following context of a word. Context size
is divided into five values: 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 words. By
way of illustration, an asymmetric backward setting
with context size set as one only takes into account
the immediate preceding word to interpret the gen-
der of a noun. Table 3 shows the accuracy of neural
network with the setting as asymmetric-backward
context type and context size ranging from one to
five preceding words.The overall accuracy of the
neural network per window size is displayed in
point. For instance, 80% of 21,162 words is equal to 16,929.6,
which is not a logical value since a word cannot be fractioned
in our analysis.
the final row, e.g., neural network may interpret
correctly the gender of 78.57% of the nouns it en-
counters when taking into consideration the five im-
mediate preceding words of the targeted noun. The
highest accuracy (93.46%) is observed when set-
ting context size to one immediate preceding word.
It is important to point out that the overall accuracy
is not obtained directly by calculating the mean of
the accuracy of neuter and uter nouns, since these
two categories are not equally distributed in terms
of quantity in Swedish (as shown in Table 2). For
instance, the overall accuracy of one word window
size in the asymmetric backward setting (93.46%)
is generated by weighting the respective accuracy
of neuter and uter nouns based on their distribution
ratio in Swedish, i.e., (0.846*0.29)+(0.971*0.71).
Table 3: Neural network with asymmetric backward
context type
1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w 5 w
Neuter 0.846 0.756 0.722 0.437 0.393
Uter 0.971 0.936 0.94 0.933 0.946
Accuracy 93.46 88.39 87.64 78.90 78.57
Moreover, the respective accuracy toward neuter
and uter nouns is also displayed. As an example,
when setting the context size to one word, neural
network interprets neuter nouns correctly 84.6% of
the time but view incorrectly neuter nouns as uter
15.4% of the time. On the other hand, under the
same setting, uter nouns are interpreted correctly
to the extent of 97.1%, with only 2.9% of error. As
demonstrated in Figure 3, we observe that the neu-
ral network has more difficulties in general to recog-
nize neuter nouns in comparison to uter nouns, as
the accuracy toward neuter nouns (red) is systemat-
ically lower than for uter nouns (green). Moreover,
the precision rate of recognizing neuter nouns is
negatively correlated with context size, reaching a
low point of 60.7% when the context size is set at
five preceding words. In other words, the accuracy
of the neural network decreases as more context
words are included. We suspect that this effect is
caused by the increase of irrelevant information
within the word vectors, i.e., a smaller window size
would ensure that most of the encoded information
originate from the components of the noun phrase
which syntactically agree with the target noun, e.g.,
articles and adjectives. However, increasing the
window size includes larger syntactic domain and
incorporate words which may be uninformative or
confusing for predicting the grammatical gender of
the target noun. By way of illustration, in a sen-
tence composed of a subject-noun, verb, and object-
noun, the grammatical gender of the object-noun
may differ from the subject-noun. Hence, larger
window size would take into account information
about both genders and encounter difficulties when
determining the gender of the object-noun.
Figure 3: Performance of neural network with asym-
metric backward context type. The x-axis lists the num-
ber of words as window size, the y-axis represents the
accuracy
The neural network generates the best perfor-
mance (93.46%) when setting the context size
as one in terms of asymmetric backward context.
Such result is expected from a computational ap-
proach since small window contexts perform bet-
ter in “functional similarity intrinsic benchmarks”
whereas large window contexts typically favor the
retrieval of topical information (Melamud et al.,
2016, 7). Moreover, it is also expected in terms of
language structure: in languages such as Swedish
where the syntactic structure is SVO, the relevant
information tend to be in the preceding position.
As opposed to languages with the opposite word
order, e.g. VSO (Broekhuis, 2011). Nevertheless,
we also measured the efficiency of neural network
when setting the context type as asymmetric for-
ward, i.e. the classifier looks at the following word
of a noun to determine the gender of the noun. The
results are displayed in Table 4. The overall ac-
curacy of neural network drops drastically when
setting context type as asymmetric forward. The
highest accuracy is also measured when setting
context size as one word, however the accuracy
(70.91%) is much lower compared to the accuracy
of the asymmetric backward setting (93.46%).
We also observe that window size, i.e., the quan-
tity of words involved is not relevant with asym-
metric backward context type. As shown in Figure
4, the overall accuracy and the respective accuracy
toward uter and neuter nouns is not affected by the
Table 4: Neural network with asymmetric forward con-
text type
1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w 5 w
Neuter 0.023 0.031 0.024 0.008 0.034
Uter 0.99 0.987 0.984 0.995 0.966
Accuracy 70.91 70.91 70.54 70.81 69.50
Table 5: Neural network with symmetric context type
1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w 5 w
Neuter 0.817 0.571 0.469 0.437 0.206
Uter 0.958 0.946 0.936 0.93 0.966
Accuracy 91.72 83.74 80.02 78.71 74.53
increase of window size. By way of illustration,
the accuracy with regard to neuter nouns only in-
creases by one percent between window size one
and five.
Figure 4: Performance of neural network with asym-
metric backward context type. The x-axis lists the num-
ber of words as window size, the y-axis represents the
accuracy
The third possible setting for window type was
symmetric context type, i.e., the model takes into
account both preceding and following words. As
observed in Table 5, the accuracy is at its highest
with window size as one word and reaches 91.72%.
Nevertheless, as found with asymmetric context
types, the precision is negatively correlated to win-
dow size. The model only reaches 74.53% of pre-
cision with five words as context size.
This trend is further shown in Figure 5. The
accuracy is consistently higher for uter nouns, re-
gardless of window size. Moreover, the accuracy
toward neuter nouns is much more affected by the
increase of window size, as the precision for neuter
nouns drops from 81.7% to 20.6% when increas-
ing the window size from one to five words. The
accuracy with regard to uter nouns does not dis-
play such phenomenon. On the contrary, the pre-
Figure 5: Performance of neural network with symmet-
ric context type. The x-axis lists the number of words
as window size, the y-axis represents the accuracy
cision increases by 0.8% between one-word and
five-words window size.
Finally, we compare the results of three differ-
ent window types and five different window sizes
in Figure 6. We observe that all three window
types perform at their best with window size set as
one, even though the performance of asymmetric-
backward is almost 20% lower than the two other
parameters in terms of accuracy. Moreover, even
though the symmetric context type takes into ac-
count more information than asymmetric-backward
context type (with both as one word for window
size, asymmetric-backward only takes into account
the preceding noun, while the symmetric type in-
cludes the first preceding word and the immediate
following noun, i.e., two nouns). The symmetric
context type does not exceed the performance of
the asymmetric-backward context type.
Figure 6: Overall performance of neural network with
different context type. The x-axis lists the number of
words as window size, the y-axis represents the accu-
racy
As a summary, through our run on the training
and development set, we were able to set the pa-
rameters of our model as window size one with
asymmetric-backward window type. However, we
still need to run the model with these settings on
the test set to obtain the final accuracy. A possible
methodology would be to randomize the partition
of our corpus and calculate the average accuracy
of the model over a specific amount of permuta-
tions. Nevertheless, we do not adopt this approach
in our study since the vocabulary size is sufficient.
Moreover, the test set is randomly chosen and is
independent of the training and development sets.
Thus, the tuning on the development set does not
affect the test set (Bishop, 2006, 32). Therefore,
we only apply the fine-tuned classifier settings on
the test set once and report its accuracy.
4.2 Final evaluation
The final output of neural network based on the test
set are evaluated with the Rand index (Rand, 1971)
(accuracy) and the F-score (Ting, 2010). The Rand
index is generated by dividing the sum of correctly
retrieved tokens by the sum of retrieved tokens,
whereas the F-score is based on the weight of two
separate measures of performance, i.e., Precision
and Recall. As mentioned in Section 3, we select
the majority label prediction (i.e., Zero rule) as our
baseline (Nasa and Suman, 2012). In other words,
the baseline performance in terms of accuracy is
set as the simplest classification method which re-
lies on the target and ignores all predictors, i.e.,
the classifier simply predicts the majority category.
Such methodology is motivated by the lack of bal-
ance between the investigated classes (e.g., 71%
uter words vs 29% neuter words). In this case, our
accuracy benchmark for the classification task is
equal to relative size of the larger class, i.e., uter
with 71.0%.
Moreover, we expect to obtain adequate mea-
sures not only for the overall accuracy of the classi-
fier, but also for the detailed performance on every
single class. For instance, did one of the two classes
between uter and neuter represented more difficul-
ties for the classifier. Hence, we generate from the
classifiers output the two values of Precision and
Recall. Precision evaluates how many tokens are
correct among all the output of the classifier, while
Recall quantifies how many tokens are correctly re-
trieved among all the expected correct output. The
two measures evaluate different facets of the out-
put, thus they are merged into the F-score, which
is equal to the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall, i.e., 2(Recall×Precision/Recall+Precision).
Furthermore, we also provide three figures for ev-
Table 6: The Rand index of neural network on gram-
matical gender prediction
Classified correctly Classified incorrectly
Neuter 542 (25.29%) 102 (4.76%)
Uter 1430 (66.73%) 69 (3.22%)
Total 1972 (92.02%) 171 (7.98%)
ery class of nouns we targeted. First, we display
how the noun classes are clustered in the distribu-
tional semantic space formed by the word vectors.
Second, we show the histogram of the entropy of
the neural networks output for each class of nouns.
Finally, we also run statistical tests to verify the
effect of frequency with regard to the precision of
neural network.
As demonstrated in Table 6, within the entire test
set, neural network could identify correctly 92.02%
(1972/2143) of the nouns, which represents the
accuracy (Rand index) of the model. Such results
are high but lower than the output observed within
the development set (93.46%), which is possible
theoretically, since the data of the development
set is used repeatedly to tune the parameters of
the classifier. Moreover, the randomness of words
within the training, development, and test sets may
also have a slight influence on the output of the
classifier. Recurrent permutations could allow us
to calculate the average performance of the model.
However, as mentioned in the previous paragraphs,
this is left to another research project to investigate.
The detailed distribution of errors is explained in
5.
Moreover, we may notice that neuter nouns rep-
resent 59.64% (102/171) of the errors. Such ratio is
much bigger than the distribution of neuter nouns
within the corpus (29.10%, 6160/21162) and the
test set (30.05%, 644/2143). Thus, we may infer
that neuter nouns represented more difficulty for
the neural network in terms of classification. Such
observation is further supported by the analysis of
Precision and Recall. As displayed in Table 7, the
value of precision and recall, along with the final
F-score are all higher for uter nouns. Such numbers
support the fact that neuter nouns were harder to
identify for the neural network both in terms of
positive predictive value and sensitivity.
To visualize how the neural network conceives
gender of nouns in Swedish, we can plot the seman-
tic spatial representation generated by the neural
network in Figure 7. Such space is obtained by
reducing the 50 dimensions included in our experi-
Table 7: The performance of neural network (NN) on
grammatical gender prediction.
Precision Recall F-score
Neuter 88.70% 84.16% 86.37%
Uter 93.34% 95.40% 94.36%
Overall 91.98 92.12 92.03
ment settings to a two-dimensional representation
via the tSNE model (Maaten and Hinton, 2008).
First, this semantic space reflects the unbalanced
distribution between uter and neuter nouns (70.89%
and 29.10%) as the cluster formed by uter nouns
(green) outsize the agglomeration of neuter nouns
(blue). Second, uter and neuter nouns are scattered
in two different areas of the semantic space, which
implicates that they can be distinguished according
to specific semantic features. Third, the errors of
neuter nouns misinterpreted as uter nouns (black tri-
angle) are mostly located in the uter nouns cluster
(green). In other words, the model had difficul-
ties recognizing neuter nouns which were located
within the semantic space of uter nouns, and vice-
versa. This observation further supports previous
linguistic observations discussed in section 2. If
gender was not assigned according to certain se-
mantic factors, we would expect to see uter and
neuter nouns randomly dispersed within the seman-
tic space. However, we observe the opposite, since
uter and neuter nouns do form different clusters in
Figure 7. This demonstrates that some regularities
are embedded in the language and are meaningful
to differentiate between uter and neuter nouns in
Swedish. Hence, we expect that the errors gener-
ated by the model are linguistically motivated. By
way of illustration, the errors are expected to be
Swedish words which have a semantic or syntac-
tic overlap between uter and neuter. Hence, we
provide an error analysis in the following section.
Nonetheless, we equally need to evaluate the
confidence level of the model along with its per-
formance. In other words, even though the neural
network could identify correctly 92.02% of the test
set, it is necessary to analyze if such task was rela-
tively easy in terms of decision process. Figure 8
shows the histogram of the entropy of the neural
networks output. The y-axis indicates the amount
of words from the test set, whereas the x-axis refers
to the entropy. The entropy scales the uncertainty
involved in the neural networks output to identify
the noun classes. By way of illustration, high val-
Figure 7: tSNE representation of the word vectors clas-
sified by the neural network with respect to their gram-
matical genders. X → Y means the noun belonging to
category X is classified as Y
Figure 8: The histogram of the entropy of the neural
networks outputs with regard to grammatical gender
ues of entropy can be interpreted as more uncer-
tainty in the classifiers outputs, which itself show
the weakness of the information provided by the in-
put word vectors with regard to the nominal classes.
A histogram skewed toward left shows the high cer-
tainty of the classifier for a particular nominal class,
e.g., most words classified with an entropy close
to zero implies that the neural network was highly
confident when labeling the gender of the noun.
However, if the histogram is skewed toward right,
the classifier is uncertain about its outputs.
The most left and right histogram displays a left-
oriented skewness. Thus, the neural network was
relatively confident when classifying correctly the
nouns according to their gender. Moreover, the
middle graphs representing the erroneous output
of the neural network are skewed toward the right.
Thus, the neural network was uncertain when clas-
sifying certain nouns, which resulted in a false
identification of gender. In other words, we ex-
pect that the entropy is representative of the models
precision: a lower entropy equals a low level of un-
certainty when classifying nouns according to their
gender. Such hypothesis is further shown in Figure
9, where we visualize that the mean and median
entropy of the errors (0.50) is much higher than the
mean entropy of the correct outputs (0.20). The
Figure 9: Box plot of entropy in correct and erroneous
outputs of the neural network with regard to grammati-
cal gender
non-parametric approximative two-sample Fisher-
Pitman permutation test (Neuhuser and Manly,
2004) further shows that the null hypothesis of
no-association between the two categories can be
rejected at a statistically significant level with re-
gard to probability and equivalently indicates a
strong effect size in terms of negative correlation
(z = -16.6, p ¡ 0.001)7.
Such observation once more support our assump-
tion that the information about the grammatical gen-
der of the nouns is captured by the word vectors
and identified by the neural network. The analy-
sis of the outputs entropy demonstrate that with
regard to grammatical gender, the neural network
was interpreting the grammatical gender of nouns
with high accuracy (92.03%, 1972/2143) and con-
fidence, with exception to some outliers for which
the entropy was unusually high.
While Section 5 provides the error analysis to
scrutinize which type of nouns were harder to iden-
tify in terms of semantics and syntax. An alter-
native explanation of such distribution could be
related to frequency. In other words, an intuitive
interpretation would be that the vectors of high-
frequency nouns will include more information
since the nouns are represented by more tokens
in the corpus. In such case, the semantic and syn-
tactic information would be not be relevant with
regard to nominal classification. Thus, we visu-
alize in Figure 10 the general distribution of the
test set. The y-axis indicates the entropy, while the
x-axis refers to the natural logarithm of frequency.
If the accuracy of the neural network was purely
based on word-frequency, we would expect high en-
7We apply the non-parametric approximative two-sample
Fisher-Pitman permutation test due to the fact that we cannot
statistically reject the null hypotheses of non-homoscedastic
variance and unequal sample size in our data
Figure 10: Distribution of the test set with regard to
entropy and frequency
tropy for low-frequency word and vice-versa. The
left-skewed pattern of tokens of errors apparently
support such hypothesis. However, we may equally
find that most of the low-frequency words are also
classified correctly by the neural network. There-
fore, we expect that frequency should not have a
strong effect size.
Since our data does not fit with the conditions of
bivariate normal distribution and homoscedasticity,
we apply Kendall’s tau non-parametric correlation
test (Abdi, 2007). The results are shown in Fig-
ure 11, with the y-axis representing the entropy
and the x-axis symbolizing the natural logarithm
of frequency. The output of the Kendall’s tau test
indicates that the correlation between entropy and
frequency is negative, moderately strong and statis-
tically significant. Such statement is equally valid
for the data in general (z = -25.395, tau = -0.3663,
p ¡ 0.001) and also applies to the correct (z = -
26.679, tau = -0.4011, p ¡ 0.001) and erroneous
output (z = -6.6165, tau = -0.3410, p ¡ 0.001). By
way of illustration, a tau coefficient in the intervals
of -0.3 and 0 infers a weak correlation, whereas a
moderate correlation falls between -0.3 and -0.7,
and a value smaller than -0.7, i.e., closer to -1 rep-
resents a strong correlation (Levshina, 2015, 119).
Hence, we find that the two factors are indeed as-
sociated, i.e., we may predict a lower entropy on
high-frequency nouns. Nevertheless, the correla-
tion between the entropy and frequency is consid-
ered as moderate/weak.
The weak correlation between entropy and fre-
quency is further proven by the following observa-
tions. The association between the two variables
has a non-linear monotonic nature, i.e., the lines
in Figure 11 show that the increase of frequency
may include quite a large quantity of nouns without
Figure 11: Correlation between entropy and frequency
any significant decrease in terms of entropy. How-
ever, after a certain level of frequency, the entropy
drops relatively fast. For instance, the effect of
frequency is small within the low-frequency nouns
whereas a stronger effect size is observed within
the high-frequency words. Moreover, following the
assumptions of Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1935), we observe
that the majority of the nouns are found under the
frequency logarithm of eight (86.65%, 1857/2143).
Thus, a re-run of Kendall’s tau test with solely the
subset of nouns with frequency logarithm below
eight illustrates that the correlation between en-
tropy and frequency is less strong within tokens of
correct classification (z = -20.419, tau = -0.3292
, p ¡ 0.001). Such effect is even more salient with
regard to the errors (z = -3.6542, tau = -0.2079, p
¡ 0.001), as the tau coefficient decreases and the
probability of the null hypothesis augments.
As a summary, through the fine-tuning via the
training set and development set, we ran the test set
on the neural network. The general performance of
the classifier was evaluated according to its Rand
index and F-score, and scrutinized by the appli-
cation of detailed measures such as Precision and
Recall. The neural network was able to reach a
high accuracy of 92.02%. Moreover, the visualiza-
tion of semantic space and the statistical analysis
between frequency and entropy demonstrated that
frequency only had a weak effect size on the classi-
fication task. Hence, the neural network was able
to recognize the gender of nouns based on semantic
and syntactic context information retrieved from
the word vectors. The following Section provides
a detailed analysis of the errors generated by the
neural network to provide supplementary evidence
for our observation in the macro-analysis.
5 Discussion
Our research questions are 1) Can word embedding
combined to neural network interpret grammatical
gender in Swedish with high performance? 2) What
types of error are made by the model and can we
explain these errors from a linguistic approach?
With regard to our first research question, the
results are positive. We demonstrated in Section
4 that word embedding combined with neural net-
work can capture with an accuracy of (92.02%)
the grammatical gender of the nouns in Swedish.
Moreover, the setting of dimensionality was not
fine-tuned yet in our experiment. In other words,
the neural network only used 50 dimensions to
classify the nouns in Swedish, which is a minimal
setting. If we increase the dimensions, the accuracy
is expected to increase, as the amount of dimen-
sions is positively correlated with the performance.
However, the increase of dimensions also results
in an escalation of processing time and loading of
memory. Since the balance between processing and
accuracy depends on the size of data and practical
application, we do not discuss here the optimal
setting in terms of dimensions.
As for our second research question, we provide
in this Section a categorization of all the errors
made by the neural network. Then, we follow up
with a linguistic analysis. We take into account
the errors generated by the neural network during
the test set. As mentioned in 3.2, the test set con-
tained 2,143 words. Within these words, the neural
network interpreted incorrectly 171 nouns (7.98%).
Our analysis shows that the errors can be catego-
rized in the following three categories: noise, bare
nouns, and polysemy. First, noise is defined as
a contradiction between the gender annotated in
the dictionary and the gender observed in corpus.
Second, bare nouns refer to nouns which are only
used in an isolated form. Third, polysemy includes
nouns which may indicate two or more referents
labeled with divergent gender or different parts of
speech. Table 8 displays the distribution of the
errors among the main and sub-categories, along
with examples.
The category of noise can be further divided into
two sub-categories. First, a noun may be assigned
to uter in the dictionary but be used with neuter
within our corpus, and vice-versa. As an example
in (4), the noun tennisracket ‘tennis racket’ is af-
filiated to the uter gender in SALDO. However, it
occurs with neuter agreement in our corpora.
(4) Han
he
håller
hold.prs
ett
one.neut
tennisracket
tennis.racket
i
in
den
the.uter
ena
one.uter
handen
hand.def.uter
och
and
telefonluren
handset.def.uter
i
in
den
the.uter
andra.
other
‘He holds a tennis racket in one hand and
the handset in the other.’
Furthermore, a minority of the noise originates
from proper names which are not written in with an
initial capital letter, and by coincidence resemble
common nouns. As an example in (5), the noun
rosengård refers to a ‘rose garden’ as a common
noun. However, in this sentence, it refers to a lo-
cation named Rosengård and should be written in
capital letter. Thus, this type of typographical error
confuses the neural network.
(5) Hon
she
var
be.past
en
one.uter
mycket
very
omtyckte
loved
person
person
i
in
rosengård.
Rosengård.
‘She was a very popular person in Rosen-
gård.’
The second main category of errors relates to nouns
which appear in bare form. This type of nouns
mostly occur as a stand-alone word and the neural
network cannot retrieve sufficient cues to interpret
their grammatical gender. One of the possibilities
for this group include abstract nouns. For instance
in (6), the noun fja¨rilsim ‘butterfly (swimming)’ is
annotated as neuter in SALDO. However, it appears
mostly in bare form in the corpus. Thus, the neural
network does not have sufficient information to in-
terpret the gender of fja¨rilsim and associates it with
the grammatical gender which has the largest dis-
tribution in the language, which is uter (as shown
in Table 2.
(6) Hon
she
simmar
swim.prs
fra¨mst
mainly
medley
medley
och
and
fja¨rilsim.
butterfly.
‘She mainly swims medley and butterfly.’
Nouns with a fixed usage also represents a diffi-
culty with regard to grammatical gender recogni-
tion. As demonstrated in (7), the noun pistolhot
‘gunpoint’ is annotated as neuter in SALDO. How-
ever, it mostly occur in the corpus in the fixed con-
struction under pistolhot ’at gunpoint’. Hence, the
neural network again cannot retrieve sufficient in-
formation to interpret the grammatical gender of
the noun. Therefore, the neural network wrong-
Table 8: Errors of neural networks in the test set
Category Quantity Ratio Example
Noise 17 9.94%
different gender in dictionary and corpus 11 6.43% tidsplan
proper name 6 3.51% rosengård
Bare noun 44 25.73%
abstract noun 10 5.85% fja¨rilsim
fixed usage 12 7.02% pistolhot
mass 22 12.87% fosfat
Polysemy 110 64.33%
different meanings with different gender 10 5.85% vad
different parts of speech 100 58.48% kaukasiska
Total 171 100%
fully assigns it to the uter gender, since it is the
solution with a higher probability due to the unbal-
ance distribution between uter and neuter nouns in
Swedish.
(7) Rånet
robbery.def.neut
ska
must
ha
have.inf
skett
occur.prf
under
under
pistolhot.
gunpoint.
‘The robbery must have occurred at gun-
point.’
The last sub-cagetory of uncountable nouns is mass
nouns. Mass nouns cannot occur in plural form
and generally appear as definite form or bare noun.
They are analyzed as a distinct category from ab-
stract nouns since not all abstract nouns are mass
nouns, e.g. jobb ‘job’. Nevertheless, similarly as in
abstract nouns, a fraction of mass nouns generally
occur as bare nouns in sentences and deprive the
neural network from retrieving information. As an
example in (8), the noun fosfat refers to the chemi-
cal compound ‘phosphate’, which mostly occur in
the bare form. Thus, information are not available
for the neural network, which once again interprets
the gender of the noun according to the higher fre-
quency of uter nouns in the Swedish lexicon.
(8) Stora
large
tillgångar
asset.pl
på fosfat
on
hade
phosphate
skapat
have.past
en
create.prf
fo¨rmo¨genhet.
one.uter fortune
‘Large assets on phosphate had created a
fortune.’
In cases of polysemy, a noun can have one sole
form but different meanings which have different
genders. By way of illustration, kaffe can refer to
‘coffee’ as a mass, which is associated to the neuter
grammatical gender ((9)a). Nonetheless, ‘coffee’
can also be referred to via the uter gender if it refers
to ‘coffee’ as the abbreviation of ’a cup of coffee’
((9)b).
(9) a. I
in
o¨vriga
other.pl
muggar
mug.pl
var
be.past
kaffet
coffe.def.neut
ljummet.
lukewarm.neut
‘In the other cups the coffee was luke-
warm.’
b. Man
one
kan
can
ocksåsa¨tta
also
sig
sit.inf
och
he.refl
ta
and
en
take.inf
kaffe
one.uter
och
coffee
bara
and
tra¨ffa
just
andra
meet.inf
ma¨nniskor.
other people
‘You can also sit down and have a cof-
fee and just meet other people.’
Another extreme example of polysemy is shown
via the word vad. It can not only be used as an
interrogative pronoun ‘what’, but also refer to two
different meanings which are associated with two
distinct genders. As shown in (10), vad can be the
interrogative pronoun ‘what’ (a), in which case it
does not carry grammatical gender. Nevertheless,
it can also refer to the calf of a human being (b) as
an uter noun. Moreover, vad may also represents a
‘bet’, in which case it is neuter (c). The occurrences
of vad refer to different meanings in our corpus.
Thus, the neural network has difficulty to label the
form tag with a single grammatical gender.
(10) a. Vad
what
vill
want.prs
du
you
fo¨r
for
lunch?
lunch
‘What do you want for lunch?’
b. Han
he
hade
have.past
ont
pain
i
in
en
one.uter
vad
calf
och
and
hon
she
hade
have.past
magsma¨rtor.
stomachache
‘He was hurt in the calf and she had
stomachache.’
c. Efter
after
många
many
turer
luck
vinner
win.prs
alfonso
Alfonso
vadet.
bet.def.neut
‘Alfonso wins the bet with a lot of
luck.’
Finally, polysemy may also involve a unique word
form which relates to two different meanings which
have distinct parts of speech. The examples shown
in (10) could equivalently be categorized as such,
since vad can refer to pronoun or nouns. This
type of parts-of-speech-polysemy represent 58/48%
(100/171) of the errors generated by the neural
network. Hence, we display examples for the three
main types of difficulties encountered by the neural
network within this category. First of all, a word
may refer to a noun or an adjective. One of the most
frequent situation occurs with participles (gerund).
By way of illustration in (11), flyttande ‘moving’
serves as an adjective in (a). However, it functions
as a neuter noun in (b). Nevertheless, since the
occurrences of flyttande are much more frequent as
an adjective, the neural network is biased toward
the most frequent gender in the language, i.e. uter.
Similar polysemies are attested in languages such
as English, e.g., a moving car vs the moving of our
neighbors.
(11) a. Området
area.def.neut
a¨r
be.pres
sa¨rskilt
particularly.neut
viktigt
important.neut
som
as
rastplats
resting.place
fo¨r
for
flyttande
moving
ga¨ss
goose.pl.indf
och
and
a¨nder.
duck.pl.indf
‘The area is particularly important as
a resting place for moving geese and
ducks.’
b. Jag
I
var
be.past
så tro¨tt
so
på flyttandet
tired
att
on
inget
moving.def.neuter
blev
that
ordentligt.
none
become.past properly
‘I was so tired of moving that nothing
was going well.’
With regard to the polysemy between nouns and
adjectives, another cluster of errors was observed
in high frequency. Words referring to a language
spoken by a group of people. Moreover, the same
word may also be used as an adjective related to
the group. For instance in (12), azerbajdzjanska
‘Azerbaijani’ is used as a noun when referring to
the Azerbaijani language (a). However, the iden-
tical form may be used as an adjective (b), e.g.,
det azerbajdzjanska landslaget ‘the Azerbaijani na-
tional team’. Likewise in English, the name of a
language, e.g., French may refer to the language or
also serve as an adjective. With regard to Swedish,
this polysemy may allow articles from both uter
and neuter genders to be positioned before the tar-
get word. As an example in (12), azerbajdzjanska
is preceded by the neuter definite article det. This
divergence in terms of co-occurrence confuses the
neural network and results in attributing azerbajdz-
janska to the neuter gender instead of the correct
uter gender.
(12) a. Hon
she
talade
speak.past
azerbajdzjanska.
Azerbaijani
‘She spoke Azerbaijani.’
b. Han
he
har
have.prs
a¨ven
also
erfarenhet
experience
från
from
det
the.def.neut
azerbajdzjanska
Azerbaijani
landslaget.
national.team.def.neut
‘He also has experience from the
Azerbaijan national team.’
Finally, isolated cases of polysemy are also ob-
served. As an example in (13), the word friare may
be a noun or an adjective. As a noun (a), it refers to
a suitor, while as an adjective it is the superlative
of ‘free’ (b). As observed in (12) and (11), the oc-
currences of friare as an adjective provides context
of neuter nouns and induce the neural network into
the error of classifying friare as a neuter rather than
an uter noun.
(13) a. Skydda
protect.inf
era
your.pl
hustrur
wife.pl
fo¨r
for
en
one.uter
skallig
bald.uter
friare
suitor
!
‘Protect your wives for a bald suitor!’
b. Barnen
child.pl.def
a¨r
be.prs
mycket
much
friare
freer
nu.
now
‘The children are much more free
now.’
As a summary, most of the errors generated by the
neural network were related to noise in the raw data
or cases of polysemy with regard to the targeted
nouns. By way of illustration, one word form may
have more than two referents, which are respec-
tively uter and neuter. Moreover, one word form
may refer to a noun and an adjective depending on
the context. Therefore, the errors are explainable
via a linguistic analysis. Furthermore, we expect
that mass nouns and abstract nouns are more likely
to represent difficulties for the neural network since
these types of nouns generally occur in bare forms
and do not provide sufficient clues to the classifier.
This hypothesis is supported by our error analy-
sis. Likewise, as mentioned in 2, mass nouns are
more likely to be affiliated to the neuter gender
in Swedish (Dahl, 2000; Fraurud, 2000). Thus,
the performance of the neural network also corre-
lates with our hypothesis, i.e., the neural network
had difficulties with neuter nouns, which are more
likely to be mass or abstract nouns. Moreover, mass
nouns often undergo semantic conversion toward
count nouns (Gillon, 1999), which “incarnate com-
plication for word embeddings”(Basirat and Tang,
2018, p. 672). Uter nouns, on the other hand, were
affiliated to the correct gender with high accuracy
(95.39%, 1430/1499). This may be explained by
the fact that most uter nouns are related to animate
and countable nouns, which rarely occur as bare
nouns. Hence, the neural network can retrieve more
information from the surrounding context of the
noun.
Therefore, the model may be improved base on
such observations. For instance, the current struc-
ture requires the neural network to undergo a binary
choice between uter and neuter genders. The anal-
ysis of errors suggests that more alternatives could
be included, e.g., a noun form may refer to differ-
ent meanings which are affiliated divergent parts of
speech or gender. Nonetheless, the feedback gen-
erated from the linguistic analysis provided knowl-
edge which were not accessible from a purely com-
putational methodology, which supports the main
goal of this paper as a cross-disciplinary study.
6 Conclusion
Our main contributions are as follows: from the
approach of computational linguistics, we demon-
strated that a linear word embedding model com-
bined with neural network is capable of capturing
the information of grammatical gender in Swedish
with an accuracy of (92.02%). From a linguistic
approach, we run an error analysis with regard to
the errors generated by the neural network. The
results show that the artificial neural network en-
counters difficulties in cases of polysemy, i.e., a lin-
guistic form may link to different referents which
belong to different part of speech categories. Such
phenomenon is explained by linguistic theories of
gender assignment, as neuter nouns are generally
mass nouns, which undergo conversion between
different part of speech categories (Gillon, 1999).
Thus, additional tuning of the computational model
in that direction is expected to improve the perfor-
mance. We wish that this paper may serve as a
bridge to connect the field of linguistics and the
field of computational linguistics which currently
have divergent approaches toward linguistic data.
By way of illustration, we show that word embed-
ding and neural network can be applied to answer
research questions of linguistic nature. Further-
more, the linguistic analysis targeting errors of the
model are equivalently beneficial to enhance the
computational model.
Our study is limited in terms of broadness. Al-
though data is rich, word embedding combined
to neural network represents a relatively simple
model, and solely shows how informative are pure
context information. A human carrying out the
same linguistic task has not only activation of this
kind of linguistic context, but also syntax, seman-
tics, morphological associations, among others.
Thus, further testing is required to compare the
contribution of different factors with regard to gen-
der classification. Furthermore, we only applied
one type of word embedding model along with
one type of neural network classifier. It would be
necessary to investigate the accuracy of different
combinations, and verify which type of model pro-
vides the most precision with regard to the task of
grammatical gender assignment. Finally, our study
only involved one language, i.e., Swedish, which
has an unbalanced distribution of gender among
the lexicon. Thus, our future research equivalently
aims at including a phylogenetically weighted sam-
ple of languages to scrutinize if word embedding
and neural network can reach the same level of
accuracy cross-linguistically.
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clf = classifier, def = definite, fem = feminine, indf
= indefinite, inf = infinitive, masc = masculine,
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= singular, uter = uter
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